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Abstract

Genomic surveillance of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS‐

CoV‐2) plays an important role in COVID‐19 pandemic control and elimination ef-

forts, especially by elucidating its global transmission network and illustrating its viral

evolution. The deployment of multiplex PCR assays that target SARS‐CoV‐2 fol-

lowed by either massively parallel or nanopore sequencing is a widely‐used strategy

to obtain genome sequences from primary samples. However, multiplex PCR‐based

sequencing carries an inherent bias of sequencing depth among different amplicons,

which may cause uneven coverage. Here we developed a two‐pool, long‐amplicon

36‐plex PCR primer panel with ~1000‐bp amplicon lengths for full‐genome se-

quencing of SARS‐CoV‐2. We validated the panel by assessing nasopharyngeal swab

samples with a <30 quantitative reverse transcription PCR cycle threshold value and

found that ≥90% of viral genomes could be covered with high sequencing depths

(≥20% mean depth). In comparison, the widely‐used ARTIC panel yielded 79%–88%

high‐depth genome regions. We estimated that ~5 Mbp nanopore sequencing data

may ensure a >95% viral genome coverage with a ≥10‐fold depth and may generate

reliable genomes at consensus sequence levels. Nanopore sequencing yielded false‐

positive variations with frequencies of supporting reads <0.8, and the sequencing

errors mostly occurred on the 5′ or 3′ ends of reads. Thus, nanopore sequencing

could not elucidate intra‐host viral diversity.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Since the first whole genome of severe acute respiratory syndrome

coronavirus 2 (SARS‐CoV‐2) was reported in January 2020,1 nu-

merous genome sequences have been obtained and shared by re-

searchers worldwide. As of January 15, 2021, over 400 000 SARS‐

CoV‐2 genome sequences had been detected and collected in over

200 countries and had been deposited in public databases such as

GISAID.2 Consequently, the global spread and phylodynamics of

SARS‐CoV‐2 have been under surveillance,3–7 and lineages have

been designated.8,9 Moreover, genome sequencing has greatly fa-

cilitated the tracking of SARS‐CoV‐2 evolution, especially the emer-

gence of variants with enhanced infectivity and transmissibility, such

as viruses that express D614G in the spike protein10,11 and recent

variants of concern such as Alpha, Beta, Gamma, and Delta.12

Compared with methods that focus on specific regions of the

viral genome, such as real‐time quantitative reverse transcription

PCR (qRT‐PCR)13 and isothermal amplification,14–17 full‐length se-

quencing of primary samples provides the most comprehensive

genomic information.7,18 The deployment of virus‐specific multiplex
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PCR followed by sequencing is a widely‐used strategy to obtain viral

genomes. PCR panels for SARS‐CoV‐2 usually have short amplicons.

For example, the ARTIC network (https://artic.network/ncov-2019)

proposed a SARS‐CoV‐2 panel with ~400‐bp amplicons. For ampli-

cons that are shorter than the read lengths obtained by massively

parallel sequencing (MPS) devices such as Illumina MiSeq, it is un-

necessary to fragment the PCR products in MPS library preparation.

However, because of the inevitability of biased PCR efficiency among

different amplicons, the use of multiplex PCR pools is likely to gen-

erate uneven coverage. For full‐genome sequencing of SARS‐CoV‐2,

distributing primers in multiple pools19,20 or amplifying each amplicon

separately21 might reduce bias, but increase labor and economic cost.

One approach to improve the coverage evenness of multiplex

PCR assays is to reduce the number of primers per panel. In our

previous study, to recover Ebola virus genomes from clinical samples,

two panels with ~1000‐bp and ~500‐bp amplicon sizes were im-

plemented.22,23 A long‐amplicon panel is preferred as it may confer

higher coverage and evenness, and if it fails in the evaluation of

highly degraded samples, a short‐amplicon panel may be used. Long‐

amplicon panels are well‐suited to the Oxford Nanopore MinION

apparatus, which can generate ultra‐long reads. MinION generates

long reads and can be implemented outside conventional labora-

tories.24,25 It provides an important supplement to MPS devices and

has been used to sequence the SARS‐CoV‐2 genome.20,26

In this study, we developed a new two‐pool 36‐plex panel for

SARS‐CoV‐2 with ~1000‐bp tiling amplicons that can generate high

coverage evenness of SARS‐CoV‐2 genomes. Consequently, more

samples may be sequenced in a MinION flowcell, thus greatly redu-

cing sequencing costs.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | SARS‐CoV‐2 nucleic acid testing

qRT‐PCR assays of oropharyngeal swab specimens were performed

to confirm SARS‐CoV‐2 infection. Characteristics of samples included

in this study are provided in Table S1. Total RNA was isolated from a

viral transport medium containing oropharyngeal swab specimens

(TIANamp Virus DNA/RNA Kit; TIANGEN). qRT‐PCR was performed

with the Novel Coronavirus (2019‐nCoV) Nucleic Acid Detection Kit

(BioGerm) according to the manufacturer's instructions on the CFX96

Real‐Time System (BIO‐RAD).

2.2 | Primer design and synthesis

PCR primers for SARS‐CoV‐2‐specific multiplex amplification were

designed by using the Primer Scheme v1.3.2 tool (http://github.com/

aresti/primalscheme),24 using the reference genome of SARS‐CoV‐2

Wuhan‐hu‐1 strain (GenBank accession MN908947.3). Amplicon si-

zes were set at 1000‐bp and 2000‐bp. A ~3000‐bp amplicon primer

panel was selected manually and re‐paired from the ARTIC V3 primer

panel (http://artic.network/ncov-2019), in which primers with high‐

level bias were excluded. Primers were synthesized by Sangon Bio-

tech. Primer pairs of the 1000‐bp, 2000‐bp, and 3000‐bp panels are

presented in Tables S2–S4.

2.3 | Multiplex amplification

Extracted total RNA was first reverse‐transcripted to complementary

DNA (cDNA) using a NEBNext Ultra II RNA First‐Strand Synthesis

Module (New England Biolabs). The generated first‐strand cDNA was

used as the template for SARS‐CoV‐2‐specific amplification with

different multiplex PCR primer panels and NEBNext High‐Fidelity 2X

PCR Master Mix (New England Biolabs) following the manufacturer's

instructions. The thermal cycling regimen for the multiplex PCR pri-

mer panels followed the ARTIC protocol: 30 s at 98°C; 35 cycles of

15 s at 98°C and 5min at 65°C; then held at 4°C. Primers were then

pooled and cleaned with the GeneJET Gel Extraction Kit (Thermo

Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer's instructions. PCR‐

negative controls were used during amplification. The PCR products

were analyzed with the Qsep 100 capillary electrophoresis (CE)

system (BiOptic).

2.4 | Library preparation for MPS

PCR products obtained with the ARTIC primer panel had an amplicon

size of ~400‐bp, and were prepared for MPS libraries without frag-

mentation with NEBNext Ultra II FS DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina

(New England Biolabs). Products with amplicon sizes of ~1000‐bp,

2000‐bp, and 3000‐bp were, respectively, first fragmented en-

zymatically for 20min at 37°C and 30min at 65°C, and then libraries

with barcodes were prepared using NEBNext Ultra II FS DNA Library

Prep Kit for Illumina (New England Biolabs). The libraries without

fragmentation (insert sizes ~400‐bp) were sequenced by using the

MiSeq system (Illumina) to generate 2 × 300 bp paired‐end reads. The

libraries with fragmentation were sequenced by using the MiSeq

system or NovaSeq. 6000 system (Illumina) to generate 2 × 150 bp

paired‐end reads. MPS using the NovaSeq. 6000 system was per-

formed by Berry Genomics Co. Ltd.

2.5 | Library preparation for MinION nanopore
sequencing

For nanopore sequencing, cDNA was treated with NEBNext Ultra II

End repair/dA‐tailing Module (New England Biolabs) and ligated with

barcodes from a native barcoding kit (Oxford NanoporeTechnologies)

with NEB Blunt/TA Ligase Master Mix (New England Biolabs). The

adapter from the ligation sequencing kit (Oxford Nanopore Tech-

nologies) was then ligated using the NEBNext Quick Ligation Module

(New England Biolabs). Sequencing was then performed using the

MinION Mk1B sequencer (Oxford Nanopore Technologies) with
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either the regular R9.4.1 or a smaller Flongle flow cell (FLO‐FLG001,

R9.4.1) for 24 h. Guppy v3.2.1 (Oxford Nanopore Technologies) was

employed for high‐accuracy model base‐calling and demultiplexing

according to ARTIC network recommendations (http://artic.network/

ncov-2019/ncov2019-bioinformatics-sop.html).

2.6 | Bioinformatics analysis

The bioinformatics analysis of MPS data was similar to that used in

our previous studies.22,27,28 Primer trimming of reads was performed

with iVar v1.0.29 Reads were then aligned to the reference genome

(Wuhan‐hu‐1 strain, GenBank accession MN908947.3) by using

BWA mem v0.7.17.30 The alignments were then analyzed with

SAMtools v1.931 to obtain a sequencing depth file and “mpileup”

formatted files. A previously developed homemade workflow named

“iSNV‐calling” (http://github.com/generality/iSNV-calling) was im-

plemented to identify viral single nucleotide variations (SNVs) with

requirements of ≥Q20 base quality, ≥100‐fold depth, and ≥20% reads

supporting each SNV. Based on our previous assessment,32 these

bioinformatics workflows and filters can identify viral SNVs reliably

during amplicon sequencing.

For MinION nanopore sequencing data, reads with the desired

length (between 750 and 1100 bases for the 1K‐panel amplification)

were selected and trimmed with a start and end of 30 bases. We used

both NGMLR v0.2.733 and Minimap2 v2.2134 for alignment with the

setting of “‐x ont” and “‐ax map‐ont”, respectively. Depth profiles of

sequencing reads and mpileup format alignments, based on NGMLR

and Minimap2, respectively, were generated with SAMtools v1.9.

SNVs were identified by using the homemade “iSNV‐calling” work-

flow with requirements of ≥Q20 base quality, ≥100‐fold depth, and

≥20% reads supporting the SNVs. For comparison, the bioinformatics

workflow proposed by Bull et al.21 was also performed in parallel.

Briefly, nanopore sequencing reads were aligned by using Minimap2

v2.21. VarScan2 v2.4.435 was employed for identification of SNV

with requirements of ≥Q20 base quality, ≥100‐fold depth, and ≥20%

reads supporting the variant.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Determining the optimal amplicon length of
multiplex PCR panels

We sought to improve the coverage evenness of the multiplex PCR

panel targeting SARS‐CoV‐2 by increasing amplicon sizes. To find a

favorable amplicon size, we designed and synthesized three two‐pool

panels consisting of ~1,000‐bp, ~2,000‐bp, and ~3,000‐bp amplicons

(Tables S2–S4). One nasopharyngeal swab sample with a Ct value of

25 was used for preliminary validation of the three panels. The size

distribution of multiplex PCR products was analyzed with CE. The

expected PCR lengths were obtained for the 1000‐bp and 2000‐bp

panel, but not for the 3000‐bp panel (Figure S1). PCR products were

then sequenced with MinION. Based on the alignment of sequencing

reads with the reference genome (Wuhan‐hu‐1 strain), both the

1000‐bp and 2000‐bp amplicon panels generated full coverage of the

viral genome. However, the 3000‐bp panel failed to generate full

coverage of the viral genome, which was consistent with the CE

analysis and could be ascribed to RNA/cDNA degradation.

The 2000‐bp panel had a much larger coverage bias among amplicons

than the 1000‐bp panel (Figure S2). For the 2000‐bp panel, 30.6% of

sequencing data were assigned to one amplicon. Therefore, we de-

termined that the ~1000‐bp amplicons were preferable for the

multiplex amplification panel of the SARS‐CoV‐2 genome.

The 1000‐bp panel contained 36 primer pairs in two pools (18 pairs

each). Amplicon sizes ranged from 880‐bp to 1027‐bp with an

average overlap of 112 bp. We thereafter referred to the panel

with ~1000‐bp amplicons as the 1K‐panel.

3.2 | Coverage evenness of the 1K‐panel

We next compared coverage evenness by using the 1K‐panel and a

widely used 98‐plex primer panel provided by the ARTIC network

(http://artic.network/ncov-2019, version V3). RNA was extracted from

six nasopharyngeal swabs with varied SARS‐CoV‐2 titers (Ct values,

22.9–31.0). Aliquots were amplified with the 1K‐ and ARTIC panels,

followed by sequencing using MiSeq. We defined viral genome regions

with ≥20% mean depth as high‐coverage regions. The proportion of the

high‐coverage regions was used to quantify coverage evenness.

We found that the 1K‐panel generated a more even sequence

coverage than the ARTIC panel (Figure 1A). With the 1K‐panel, the

proportion of high‐coverage regions averaged 93.0% (SD=1.7%) for the

six samples, compared with 80.6% (SD=8.7%) for the ARTIC panel.

Coverage evenness was dependent on sample viral titers. We found that

the 1K‐panel was less affected by low viral titers than the ARTIC panel

(Figure 1B). As Ct values increased, the proportions of the high‐coverage

regions decreased slightly from 95.3% to 90.5% for the 1K‐panel, com-

pared with 88.1%–62.4% for the ARTIC panel. We also evaluated a

higher cutoff (≥30% mean depth) to define high‐coverage regions and

found that the 1K‐panel maintained its advantage (Figure 1B).

Next, we included another 49 nasopharyngeal swabs to further

evaluate the performance of the 1K‐panel to recover the viral gen-

ome. We observed a comparable efficiency of viral amplification and

genome coverage evenness (Figure 1C). Among the 29 samples with

Ct values <30, all except one had a viral genome recovery with ≥90%

high‐coverage regions (mean 93.8%, SD = 8.1%). Evenness decreased

for samples with Ct values >30, but five of six samples with a 30–33

Ct value had >70% high‐coverage regions.

3.3 | Assessment of long‐amplicon nanopore
sequencing

Recent studies have shown that nanopore sequencing can generate

accurate consensus genomes of SARS‐CoV‐2, but are error‐prone to
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detect sub‐clonal SNVs.20,21,36 Thus, we focused on assessing noise

levels to identify SNVs, especially sub‐clonal variations, via 1K‐panel

amplification followed by MinION sequencing. We sequenced the

PCR products of the 1K‐panel from eight samples by using both

MinION (ligation‐based kit and R9.4.1 flowcell) and MiSeq (enzymatic

fragmentation and pair‐end 2 × 150 bp reads). High depth coverage,

required to identify sub‐clonal SNVs, was obtained by both se-

quencing devices (Table 1). We then implemented a homemade

bioinformatics workflow based on piled MiSeq sequencing bases to

identify SNVs. We included SNVs with a ≥0.2 frequency of

(A)

(C)

(B)

F IGURE 1 Coverage evenness of SARS‐CoV‐2 genome of multiplex PCR mix panels. (A) Coverage depth profile of six clinical samples for the
1K‐panel (~1000‐bp amplicons) and the ARTIC V3 primer panel (~400‐bp amplicons). Depth is in standard logarithmic scale, with 100‐fold
denoted by the dashed line. Bold black lines denote median depth, and grey shadows indicate the minimum and maximum depths. Mean depth is
defined as the average site depth on the targeted viral genome (excluding the 3′ and 5′ ends). (B) Two thresholds, >20% and >30% mean depth,
were used to define regions of high coverage. Viral titers were quantified by the qRT‐PCR Ct value of SARS‐CoV‐2 detection. (C) The correlation
between coverage evenness and viral titers of samples for the 1K‐panel. The proportions of genome regions with a >20% mean depth for 49
clinical samples. SARS‐CoV‐2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2

TABLE 1 Sequencing of samples with the amplification by using the 1K‐panel

Sample Ct value
MinION
data (Mbp)

MinION coverage MiSeq
data (Mbp)

MiSeq coverage
Mean ≥100X ≥1000X Mean ≥100X ≥ 1000X

S1 22.88 483.7 13 794 100 97.62 335.0 9733 100 97.55

S2 23.41 369.1 10 433 100 96.55 320.2 9088 100 99.39

S3 25.18 508.4 14 361 100 93.23 339.0 9852 99.92 95.66

S4 26.1 453.4 12 830 100 96.11 266.2 7604 99.93 96.24

S5 28.84 363.4 10 356 100 91.94 315.2 9054 99.94 93.04

S6 30.97 429.6 9718 97.77 91.75 336.3 7590 98.8 91.83

S7 31.58 423.3 11 983 97.74 89.37 263.8 7644 99.22 90.29

S8 33.15 435.5 12 234 95.57 81.65 307.9 8992 99.76 85.63
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supporting reads for the mutated allele (mutated allele frequency

[MuAF]) for assessment (reference genome, Wuhan‐hu‐1). With this

cutoff, the MiSeq‐based identification of SNVs should be reliable, as

previous studies have shown.32,37 Among the eight samples, a total of

34 SNVs were recognized by MiSeq. Three of them had a moderate

MuAF within 0.2–0.8, and the remaining were regarded as SNVs at

the consensus sequence level (MuAF ≥0.8).

The SNVs detected by using MinION sequencing data had a high

false‐positive rate, and we observed that the artificial SNVs were

dependent on the alignment tools we implemented. Based on the

alignments of MinION reads respectively generated with NGMLR and

Minimap2, we identified 18 artificial SNVs for each tool, but only ten

of them were in common (Table S5). The difference of the artificial

SNVs was irrelevant to the downstream workflows after alignment to

detecting SNVs (the homemade workflow and VarScan2, Table S5).

We obtained the receiver operating characteristic curves respectively

based on NGMLR and Minimap2 alignments (Figure 2A), and their area

under curve values were 0.953 and 0.949, respectively, indicating their

efficacy of SNV identifications were comparable. To address how

these artificial SNVs occurred and differed based on the two alignment

tools, we manually examined the alignment of reads harboring the

errors. We found that all artificial SNVs, except one (G2036T in sample

S8), were located on the 5′ and 3′ ends of MinION reads. Thus, these

sub‐clonal false‐positive SNVs might be ascribed to noisy end regions

of nanopore sequencing reads, and whether the ends of MinION‐

based reads were clipped in the alignment, somewhat depended on

the software tools. We provide six examples to illustrate the occur-

rence of false‐positive sub‐clonal SNVs in Figure S3.

We illustrated the SNVs identified by MinION and NGMLR‐

based alignments of the eight samples in Figure 2B,C, benchmarked

by the SNVs recognized by MiSeq. The 18 artificial SNVs had MuAFs

ranged from 0.22 to 0.59 (mean: 0.39, median: 0.37), which were

(A)

(C)

(B)

F IGURE 2 The identification of SARS‐CoV‐2 SNVs. (A) The ROC curves for SNV identification with bioinformatics workflows are
respectively based on alignment tools NGMLR and Minimap2. Eight samples were included. Amplification was performed with the 1K‐panel and
MinION was used for sequencing. (B) SNVs were identified through the MiSeq‐ and MinION‐based sequencing, with the MuAFs shown. SNVs
that were not consistent between MinION and MiSeq sequencing are denoted in red. (C) The distribution of SNVs was identified by MinION
sequencing. The true positive, false negative, and false positive SNVs were benchmarked by these based on MiSeq sequencing. MuAF,
frequency of supporting reads for the mutated allele. Reference genome, Wuhan‐hu‐1 strain (GenBank accession MN908947.3). ROC, receiver
operating characteristic; SARS‐CoV‐2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2; SNV, single nucleotide variation
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indistinguishable for the three true positive SNVs with a moderate

MuAF. This result suggests that the sub‐clonal SNVs could not be

identified reliably based on MinION sequencing. In contrast, all SNVs

at the consensus sequence level (MuAF ≥0.8) could be reliably

identified via MinION sequencing, except one (T11158C in sample

S7) was filtered due to insufficient depth (51‐fold).

3.4 | Genome recovery with low output of
nanopore sequencing reads

As the 1K‐panel generated an even sequencing coverage and the

detection of sub‐clonal SNVs was unnecessary, high MinION data

amount per sample (300–500 Mbp) seemed excessive. Therefore, to

test the limit of the 1K‐panel to recover the SARS‐CoV‐2 genome, we

re‐sequenced the eight samples with an ultra‐low throughput by

using a MinION Flongle flowcell R9.4.1. The majority of viral gen-

omes were recovered with sequencing reads of 1.21–6.14 Mbp data

per sample (Figure 3). With cutoffs of ≥5‐fold sequencing depth and

MuAF ≥0.8, 29 (93.5%) of the 31 consensus SNVs were identified,

and no false‐positive SNVs were observed. The two SNVs (T11158C

and T28144C) were not detected due to insufficient or absent cov-

erage in sample S7, which had the least sequencing data (1.21 Mbp).

Furthermore, we examined coverage evenness. In 7 of the 8 samples,

>90% (90.5%–96.6%) of the viral genomes had been covered with a

depth of ≥10% mean depth, and for sample S8 the proportion was

81.6%. Thus, the coverage evenness by using the 1K‐panel and

MinION sequencing was not affected by extremely low data inputs.

4 | DISCUSSION

In countries where the outbreak appears to be leveling off, such as

China, continual regional resurgences of COVID‐19 have been ob-

served.38–41 As the COVID‐19 pandemic continues, full‐genome‐

based surveillance of SARS‐CoV‐2 has become a routine approach to

facilitate public health decision‐making. Rapid recovery of viral gen-

omes followed by phylogenetic analyses may determine viral lineages

and elucidate introductions and transmission in local communities.

Full genomes of newly emerged variants also provide data to further

our understanding of SARS‐CoV‐2.

Multiplex PCR of SARS‐CoV‐2 followed by sequencing is the

most widely‐used strategy to obtain viral genomes from primary

samples. The portable MinION sequencer provides field sequencing

and could achieve near real‐time genomic surveillance of

SARS‐CoV‐2 during an outbreak. The high performance of the mul-

tiplex primer panel that targets SARS‐CoV‐2 is essential for the

efficient recovery of viral genomes. A panel with a low amplification

bias could provide high evenness of genome coverage. Low amplifi-

cation bias reduces the risk of failure to identify lineage‐determining

variations, which is important to trace viral global phylogeny. More-

over, high genome coverage evenness dramatically decreases the

per‐sample sequencing cost. In our evaluation of the 1K‐panel,

~5 Mbp sequencing data generated accurate consensus genomes

from samples with Ct values <30. Thus, we speculate that the se-

quencing of 96 or more barcoded samples per batch with one

MinION flow cell is feasible, in which 20–30 Mbp data could be

generated for each sample. This approach would be especially useful

when large numbers of primary samples must be analyzed, such as for

rapid lineage assignment of samples during epidemiologic and en-

vironmental surveillance.42,43

To improve coverage evenness, we adopted ~1000‐bp ampli-

cons, which are longer than those of several widely‐used primer

panels, such as ARTIC. Moore et al.19 recently proposed a multiplex

primer panel with amplicons ranging from 956‐bp to 1450‐bp.

However, their primer pairs were distributed in six multiplex pools,

with an obvious bias of certain amplicons during amplification, which

induced a more uneven coverage of the viral genome than the 1K‐

panel. Another major concern of the long‐amplicon panel is its utility

for evaluating clinical samples, as viral RNA is degraded easily. Al-

though we did not observe a reduced efficiency of viral amplification

among the clinical samples in this study, it should be noted that all

samples in this study were tested within 2 weeks of collection.

Compared with the short‐amplicon panel, the long‐amplicon panel

would be more affected by RNA/cDNA degradation, especially when

evaluating samples subjected to prolonged storage. Quality control

for RNA integrity before amplification could be helpful, but requires

additional equipment and procedures. We suggest that the long‐

amplicon panel could be used for the first round of viral amplification

and that samples that fail to yield sufficient PCR products could be

amplified further with a short‐amplicon panel.

Consensus viral genomes can be accurately recovered by following

1K‐panel amplification with MinION sequencing, but identifying viral sub‐

clonal variation is infeasible. Based on our assessment, a MuAF >0.8

cutoff is more reliable to define consensus SNVs through MinION se-

quencing. However, false‐positive SNVs with a moderate MuAF (0.2–0.6)

were prevalent, and many were shared among samples, reflecting the

characteristic systematic nature of nanopore sequencing errors.44,45

F IGURE 3 Nanopore sequencing of eight samples with a MinION
Flongle flow cell. The bar plot denotes the proportions of viral
genomes with a ≥5‐fold depth. The sequence data quantity per
sample is shown by the dashed line and dot plot. The number of
identified SNVs are shown below sample identifiers (i.e., 2/4 means
two of four benchmarked SNVs were found). SNV, single nucleotide
variation
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The occurrence of artificial SNVs was also related to alignment software,

and artificial SNVs were enriched on the 5′ and 3′ ends of nanopore

sequencing reads. Thus, it provides a clue for further improvement of

bioinformatic analyses for sub‐clonal SNV identification. Currently, na-

nopore sequencing might not be applicable to studies that aim to analyze

the intra‐host diversity of viral genomes; MPS would be necessary.

In sum, we developed and validated a new two‐pool, long‐amplicon

36‐plex PCR primer panel for the full‐genome sequencing of SARS‐

CoV‐2 from primary samples. The panel may generate a more even

coverage of SARS‐CoV‐2 genomes than the ARTIC short‐amplicon pa-

nel and subsequently may require less sequencing data. For the samples

with a Ct<30, ~5 Mbp data by MinION provided ≥95% genome cov-

erage with a ≥10‐fold depth. Meanwhile, our assessment showed that

nanopore sequencing with MinION identified dominant viral popula-

tions (consensus viral genomes) reliably within samples, but was highly

error‐prone for the discovery of minor viral populations. SNVs with

a <0.8 MuAF should be regarded as unreliable.
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